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Questions Answered
Through scientific analysis, we can help you 
answer pertinent questions such as: 
 

•  Was the scaffolding properly 
designed and built?   

•  Would proper head protection have 
prevented an injury? 

•  Was the proper loading/unloading 
procedure followed?   

Dump Truck Loading: 
 

A dump truck driver was sitting in the 
cab as his truck was being loaded with earth 
material.  He was allegedly thrown into the 
roof by the force of the load deposited into 
the dump body.  The plaintiff claimed that 
this impact caused him spinal injures.  We 
demonstrated, with a combination of truck 
and biomechanical modeling and testing, 
that even a full payloader bucket would not 
have caused a large enough truck vibration 
to have caused the driver to strike his head 
on the cab ceiling.   
Fall from machine due to lack of handholds: 
 

A fuel delivery man had just finished 
refueling a backhoe at a construction site 
and began to climb down from the machine. 
After lowering the fuel hose to the ground, 
he began to descend using a rope that had 
been tied to the side of the machine.  He 
lost his footing on the machine’s tread and 
slammed into the side of the machine, falling 
to the ground.  We showed that the rope 
was inadequate due to its flexibility.  We 
further showed that there were too few 
handholds to allow safe climbing.   
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